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Abstract

In this paper we present Matignon-LSF, the first dataset of interpreted French Sign Language (LSF) and one of the
largest LSF dataset available for research to date. This is a dataset of live interpreted LSF during public speeches
by the French government. The dataset comprises 39 hours of LSF videos with French language audio and
corresponding subtitles. In addition to this data, we offer pre-computed video features (I3D). We provide a detailed
analysis of the proposed dataset as well as some experimental results to demonstrate the interest of this novel dataset.
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1. Introduction

Automatic processing of sign languages (SL) is
an expanding field, but unfortunately the vast ma-
jority of these languages are still poorly endowed
in terms of corpora available for research. This
is particularly the case for French Sign Language
(LSF). One potential source of SL data is television
(Koller et al., 2015; Albanie et al., 2021), where
the number of interpreted programs has increased
in recent years. However, the access to this data
is generally not easy for research purposes, due
to rights or technical problems. In France, weekly
Council of Ministers debriefings yield open-access
videos which are systematically interpreted in LSF.
We have taken advantage of this opportunity to
compile a new dataset called Matignon-LSF1 (fig.
1), which is presented in this paper.

The primary language modality of the TV pro-
grams is speech. Speech may be subtitled, some-
times in real time, either automatically with all the
potential errors that this entails, or in a live subtitling
studio with time and format constraints. Speech
may also be interpreted in SL, sometimes in post-
production, which enables the SL version to be pre-
pared and corrected, or sometimes in real time. In
this last scenario, several phenomena occur. Usual
practice in interpreting is for the professional to in-
terpret into their native language. The situation is
different in the case of SL interpreting because it is
necessary for the interpreter to hear speech. There-
fore, unless the interpreter is a CODA (child of deaf
adult), he/she interprets into a second language.
In addition, there is some evidence of differences
between the output of hearing and deaf interpreters

*These authors contributed equally to this work and
none of the authors are Deaf

1Matignon refers to the official residence of the French
Prime Minister, and in extends to the french government.

Figure 1: Screenshot from a video in the Matignon-
LSF dataset, showing debriefings from the French
government’s Council of Ministers.

(Stone and Russell, 2011). Furthermore, due to
strong time constraints, SL during real-time inter-
pretation tends to closely follow the grammatical
structure of the spoken language, with evidences
that differences in forms of language are reduced
in interpreted content (Dayter, 2019). The inter-
preters may choose not to convey information from
the audio stream that they consider to be redun-
dant to the visual stream of the footage. Fluent
signers can generally tell the difference between in-
terpreted and non-interpreted SL, as well as signing
by native deaf signers and non-native or non-deaf
signers.

It is worth emphasizing that, due to the interpre-
tation process, the source language can interfere
in the signing. Thus interpreted SL can be different
from original SL (i.e. directly produced by sign-
ers). However, there is little work on describing or
quantifying these differences.

Having said that, this kind of dataset may be very

https://www.etalab.gouv.fr/licence-ouverte-open-licence/
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useful in automatic processing because it provides
more SL data, even if it is task specific. In our case,
it also has the advantage of being open-data.

In this paper, after a brief overview of the corpora
currently available (section 2), particularly in LSF,
section 3 presents the Matignon-LSF dataset, the
collection and processing of the data, and section
5 discusses the perspectives opened by this new
dataset.

2. Related Work

As part of the recent Easier European project, an
overview of existing datasets for the European SLs
was drawn up (Kopf et al., 2023). These datasets
were divided in two categories: linguistic corpora
and broadcast data. The former offer high-quality
data with rich transcriptions and annotations, while
the latter are available in large quantities. Since
the publication of this report, other datasets have
been released, such as BSL-1K (Albanie et al.,
2020) and more recently BOBSL in British Sign
Language (BSL) (Albanie et al., 2021), which rep-
resents a change of scale in terms of dataset, pro-
viding researchers with over 1,200 hours of sign
language interpreted from BBC broadcasts. In a
similar vein, the American Sign Language YouTube-
ASL dataset (Uthus et al., 2024) totals almost 1,000
hours of videos from the web. Also in ASL, the
How2Sign corpus, published in 2023, is of particu-
lar interest, as it is the largest laboratory corpus of
original (non interpreted or translated) SL. This has
already been the subject of several works (Duarte
et al., 2021).

LSF has been the subject of several corpora col-
lections over the last 10 years (Braffort, 2022). Most
of these LSF corpora have been compiled in labora-
tories mainly for linguistic research works, and have
two main shortcomings: fully annotated datasets
like Rosetta and 40 brèves are very small, contain-
ing less than 4 hours of data and larger datasets,
such as Creagest (Balvet et al., 2010), are only par-
tially annotated. The DictaSign dataset, consisting
of 8-hour dialogues (Belissen et al., 2020), is cur-
rently partially annotated. Nevertheless, it remains
valuable for recognizing signs in context, includ-
ing lexical (Ouakrim et al., 2023) and non-lexical
instances (Belissen et al., 2020).

Recently, two LSF datasets have been made
available to overcome these problems: Mediapi-
Skel (Bull et al., 2019) and Mediapi-RGB (Ouakrim
et al., 2024). The last one comprises 86 hours of
videos in LSF produced by deaf reporters or presen-
ters from the bilingual online medium Média’Pi! with
French subtitles produced by deaf translators. The
subtitles are well-aligned with LSF videos, and the
dataset has been prepared for processing (Ouakrim
et al., 2024). These two corpora are in a LSF-to-
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Figure 2: 20 most frequent nouns in the subtitles
of Matignon-LSF.

French modality because subtitles were produced
accordingly to the signing (and not the other way
around) and are perfectly aligned. These two cor-
pora are much larger than the previous ones in LSF,
except for the non completely annotated Creagest
corpus.

Due to the economic model of this medium,
videos are unavailable for Mediapi-Skel and only
partially available for Mediapi-RGB, which may be
a limitation for researchers wishing to use features
other than those pre-extracted by the authors (body
pose, I3D, etc.).

Thus, our aim is to collect a new LSF dataset that
is both large and open. We are therefore interested
in interpretation data from French broadcast and
created the Matignon-LSF dataset detailed in the
following sections.

3. Dataset overview

French government’s Council of Ministers debrief-
ings take place once a week at l’Elysée. They are
filmed, subtitled and, since July 2020, interpreted
in LSF. The Matignon-LSF dataset is based on the
LSF interpretations and subtitles of theses debrief-
ings. We do not have further information yet regard-
ing the work process of the interpreters, but they
probably don’t have much material to prepare their
interpretation. To date, it includes 67 debriefing
videos. Figure 2 shows the 20 most frequent nouns
of the dataset, demonstrating that the content of
the speech is strongly related to French politics (top
five words: minister, question, measure, french and
president).

59 videos consist of the government spokesper-
son’s speech (which varies from 4 minutes to 20
minutes, with an average of about 12 minutes),
followed by a question-and-answer session with
journalists. This part can vary depending on the

https://www.media-pi.fr/
https://www.gouvernement.fr/conseil-des-ministres
https://www.gouvernement.fr/conseil-des-ministres
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Figure 3: Video’s duration distribution.

topics and the number of journalists in the press
room (from 8 minutes to almost an hour, with an
average of 23 minutes). In five other videos, min-
isters are invited to present their points after the
spokesperson’s speech, and they are asked ques-
tions in addition to the spokesperson. In the three
remaining videos, the press conference is held
without a spokesperson, and the ministers deliver
their speeches directly, with a shorter question-and-
answer session. The 67 delivered videos have a
total duration of 39 hours, with an average duration
of 36 minutes. The distribution of video duration is
shown in Figure 3.

The subtitles (written French) in the dataset is
composed of a total of 447k tokens for a total vo-
cabulary size of 10k2. From the subtitles, we ex-
tracted 18k sentences, as described in section 4.3.
Matignon-LSF features 15 signers.

The characteristics of the dataset are summa-
rized in the table 1.

Total duration (h) 39
#videos 67
#subtitles 51131
#sentences 18000
#french words vocab. 10000
#signers 15
#speakers 3*
Video resolution (px) 494× 494
Frame rate (fps) 30

Table 1: Dataset overview. *journalists and minis-
ters not included.

To date, corpus Matignon-LSF lies between
Mediapi-Skel and Mediapi-RGB in terms of size
(fig. 4).

2we used SpaCy tokenizer https://spacy.io/
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Figure 4: Duration of translated LSF Corpora.
Matignon-LSF is the second largest translated LSF
Corpora after Mediapi-RGB and the largest inter-
preted LSF corpora.

4. Data collection and processing

This section details the construction of the
Matignon-LSF dataset. We present the raw data
and the processing carried out to provide the
dataset. The diverse processes are documented
in a GitHub repository, organized as a toolbox to
enable reproduction and expansion of the corpus,
as new press release takes place once a week.

4.1. Collecting the SL videos and
subtitles

Each week, the debriefing is filmed and uploaded
on Youtube and/or Dailymotion and comes with
a corresponding set of written French subtitles
aligned with the audio. Original videos have a res-
olution of 1080 px and a frame rate of 30 fps.

Using the PyTube Python library, we downloaded
all videos issued between December 2020 and
December 2023 along with their associated audio
track. We then used the YouTube Transcript Python
Api to download the subtitles, and keep only manu-
ally written subtitles, setting aside videos that only
have generated subtitles. Obtained JSON files are
then converted to the VTT subtitle format. Next,
using OpenCV, we crop the videos so as to retain
only the square containing the LSF interpreter.

After the above steps, we obtain 494×494 px LSF
videos with associated French audio and subtitles.

4.2. Processing the videos
Skeleton keypoints, such as those provided by
OpenPose (Cao et al., 2018) and Mediapipe Holis-
tic (Lugaresi et al., 2019), are essential inputs for
various automated sign language processing tasks.
These tasks include cropping of hands or faces
(Huang et al., 1994), generating sign language
(Ventura et al., 2020), and improving recognition
methods (Belissen et al., 2020).

https://spacy.io/
https://github.com/JulieLascar/Dataset_Ministres
https://www.youtube.com/@ELYSEE
https://www.dailymotion.com/gouvernementFR
https://pytube.io/en/latest/
https://pypi.org/project/youtube-transcript-api/
https://pypi.org/project/youtube-transcript-api/
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Figure 5: Distribution of subtitle duration before
sentences extraction.

Other automatic sign language processing meth-
ods (Tarrés et al., 2023; Renz et al., 2021) rely on
features extracted from sign language videos by
the I3D model (Carreira and Zisserman, 2017). We
used this architecture to extract features from our
videos. Specifically, we have used the fine-tuned
model provided by Varol et al. (2021).

4.3. Processing the subtitles

As subtitles are constrained by length for display
reason, they do not necessarily form sentences.
However, the translation tasks often operate at the
sentence level.

To address this, we generate a sentence-level
segmentation from the subtitles. We adopt the
same approach as Albanie et al. (2021) to build our
sentence-segmented subtitle files. We split subti-
tles on sentence boundary punctuation. When a
sentence spans multiple subtitles, it is easy to ex-
tract the sentence by concatenation. It is more com-
plicated when multiple sentences fall in one subtitle.
As the method used by Albanie et al. (2021), to
preserve the alignment, we calculate the duration
of a character (based on the subtitle’s characters
length). We can use this information to associate a
duration to each sentence within the subtitle. Then,
we can calculate the new subtitle’s timestamps on
this basis. The disparity of the subtitle’s duration
between the original subtitles and the sentence-
segmented subtitles is illustrated in Figures 5 and
6. The average time thus increases from 2.56 to
7.33 seconds.

The corpus will be soon deposited on the Or-
tolang platform and will be regularly updated over
time. We estimate that it should be able to increase
by around 13h per year.
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Figure 6: Distribution of sentence duration after
sentences extraction.

5. Perspectives

The Matignon-LSF corpus has a number of ad-
vantages that can be exploited to address various
computer vision and natural language processing
tasks.

Alignment. At this stage, the French subtitles and
LSF of Matignon-LSF are not yet aligned as can be
seen in Fig 7. This example shows two consecu-
tive sentences. “Un cap pour contrôler l’épidémie.
Un cap pour relancer notre pays.” (A direction to
control the epidemic. A direction to relaunch our
country.). We observed that the length of the two
signed sentences (4.64 seconds) is longer than that
of the two spoken sentences (3.9 seconds). There-
fore, a manual shift of the speech subtitles is not
enough to fit the data: the GT and Sub alignments
would start at the same time, but end differently.

Whatever the type of language (spoken, written
or signed), machine translation methods require
prior alignment between the source and the tar-
get languages. In order to use this dataset for
translation tasks, it is necessary to be able to as-
sociate an extract of LSF with its corresponding
French subtitles. The Matignon-LSF dataset con-
tains a complete translation for each of the 67
videos. However, providing 35-minute video se-
quences (±52,500 frames) and their associated
translations to a translation model would be very
costly. It would therefore be necessary to divide
these videos into sub-extracts.

State-of-the-art methods mostly rely on sentence
segmentation. Hence, videos and text are split into
sentence-like units, with an association between
text and SL: for each SL sentence, the text corre-
sponding to the translation is given. However, pro-
ducing such an SL sentence/text alignment from
an interpreted SL dataset is a real challenge: the
text is aligned with the audio, whereas SL inter-
pretation is performed with a latency that varies
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Sub

"Un cap pour contrôler l'épidémie. Un cap pour relancer notre pays."

Figure 7: Demonstrating the alignment challenge in Matignon-LSF. The GT line corresponds to a manual
alignment (or Ground Truth) annotated for this specific figure while the Sub line corresponds to the subtitles
as provided with Matignon-LSF. Blue block corresponds to one sentence while green block corresponds
to another sentence.

in time and from one interpreter to another. Thus
the very first task to be carried out on this dataset
should be to align the subtitles with the LSF con-
tent. Manual alignment requires a considerable
time commitment as explained in (Bull et al., 2020):
It takes an expert fluent in sign language approx-
imately 10-15 hours to synchronize subtitles with
one hour of continuous sign language video. Au-
tomatic alignment methods as the one used for
the BOBSL dataset (Bull et al., 2021) could be a
solution but might need some fine-tuning for LSF.

Sign Language modeling. The Matignon-LSF
dataset can be used as it is, with no need for prior
alignment, for sign language modeling and can be
used to train unsupervised language models on
LSF such as SignBERT (Hu et al., 2021).

Sign Recognition. With the help of a method like
Lascar et al. (2024)’s automatic annotation process
currently under development, we could perform au-
tomatic sign recognition and classification. This
would provide information on the number of lexical
signs in our dataset. Sign classification is also a
step towards aligning our dataset between SL and
the subtitles. However, one should note that the
sign interpreters produce an interpretation of the
speech that appears in the subtitles, as opposed to
a transcription. This means that words in the subti-
tles may not correspond directly to individual signs
produced by the interpreters, and vice versa. There
may also be discrepancies between the audio and
the subtitle text.

Sign Language Translation. Once aligned, the
Matignon-LSF dataset could be used to train ma-
chine translation models for a wide variety of modal-
ities: LSF to French text, LSF to Speech, and vice-
versa (Ventura et al., 2020; Müller et al., 2023;
Ouakrim et al., 2024).

Studying interpreted LSF As the first interpreted
LSF dataset of this scale, Matignon-LSF can be
used to study the specificity of interpreted LSF in
comparison with the original LSF that can be ob-
served in other corpora. For example, the work of
(Belissen et al., 2020) could be used to quantify the
distribution of sign types in this dataset.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented Matignon-LSF, a new
dataset completely open to both research and pri-
vate use. We gave an overview of the dataset and
then presented the processing steps we applied for
the collection and preparation.

The scripts we developed are publicly available
so that they may be used to extend the dataset
as new videos are produced and published every
week. We also aim at adding other videos such as
President or Prime Minister solo intervention. The
corpus itself will be soon made available on the
Ortolang platform.

This dataset is the first dataset of interpreted LSF,
also usable outside public research. Future work
should focus on aligning this dataset, in particular
to facilitate the suggested perspectives.
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